Offer for entrepreneurs
CIRCULAR WEEK 2022

The Institute of Innovation and Responsible Development INNOWO invites
start-ups, S&M companies and entrepreneurs

developing circular businesses and technologies
to take part, promote your solutions and meet potential business partners
during CIRCULAR WEEK 2022 in:
Roundtable session for entrepreneurs (online)
and

Mazovia Circular Congress (on-site & streaming online)
Circular Business Roundtables (6th October 2022)
There will be six thematic sessions, so-called virtual tables, where an international group
of entrepreneurs developing start-ups and technologies in a particular branch of the
circular economy will meet. Panel topics: Waste Management, Textiles, Food &
Bioeconomy, Packaging, Construction, Online Platforms & Sharing Economy.
Each representative will have a few minutes to present its business and technology
solutions (you need to prepare a short presentationa), followed by discussion and
questions. Each session is open to representatives of non-sustainable companies as
listeners willing to get to know the industry and start potential collaborations.
The event will be an ideal opportunity to promote your circular solutions, learn more
about new ideas and technologies from the domestic and foreign markets, exchange
experiences and gain new business partners.
More details and registration: https://hopin.com/events/circular-business-matchmaking-sessions

Mazovia Circular Congress 2022 (7th October 2022)
It's a conference crowning this year's Circular Week, which will be held stationary in
Warsaw (Dom Towarowy Bracia Jabłkowscy, 25 Bracka street) with live streaming online.
You can promote your company/ideas/solutions in two ways (both):
- stationary booth: you prepare a booth and materials, and we provide free space for you
on-site during the whole Congress Day
- online booth: you prepare presentation/texts/videos, and we put them in a dedicated
virtual space on the platform with Congress Day and Roundtables (visible from now)
More details and registration: https://hopin.com/events/mazovia-circular-congress-2022

Participation and company promotion at both events are free of charge.

If you are interested in cooperation, please contact:
Marianna Rytlewska m.rytlewska @innowo.org | +48 728 436 052
Agnieszka Sznyk

a.sznyk@innowo.org | +48 667 099 033

